
The Mysterious Signor Riotta
In our last Update we reported that the Italian Consul

General in New York tried to convinced us that one of

the current Italian board members at the Italian Acad-

emy (housed in La Casa Italia at Columbia University)

was just as good as a genuine Italian American.  (If you

recall, the Italic Institute has been pleading for ten years

that Columbia and the Italian government reinstate Ital-

ian Americans at La Casa, the

palazzo that we built in 1927

and operated for 63 years until

it was sold to Italy.)  Anyway,

that fellow is Gianni Riotta, a

journalist who “divides his time

between Rome and New York”

according to his bio.  

It seems that no one can arrange a meeting with Signor

Riotta and us, and the noted communicator doesn’t re-

spond to emails.  We know he exists, but what sort of

subterfuge is the Italian government pulling?  It’s all the

more disturbing because this stunt is being perpetrated

on NYS Assemblyman Anthony D’Urso, as well.

It’s been two years since we nominated Dr. Richard

Gambino for a seat on the Board.  Yet, the Consul Gen-

eral refuses to meet with or even acknowledge Gam-

bino’s existence.  Dr. Gambino is a top intellect of the

Italian American community, author of Blood of My

Blood and Vendetta, which was made into an HBO

docudrama.  Whatever courtesy and diplomacy the Ital-

ian government purports to have

are not apparent in this matter.

A new book (right) by Barbara

Faedda, the Sardinian assistant to

Italian Academy Director David

Freedberg, details the history of La

Casa Italiana and pointedly omits

four decades of Italian American

leadership from 1945 - 1990.  �
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On-Line or Off
Read our blogs at italic.org or sign up for hard copies 

of 2018 blogs with the enclosed response card.  We

also welcome your comments.

Hello, Columbus!
Our series of brochures on Columbus Day is complete.

Designed to explain Columbus Day, to defend the

Great Navigator, and address the  revisionist Indige-

nous Peoples Day, all facts are now at your fingertips.

These brochures contains the complex history of 1492

in a summary form, easy to digest. 

A quick mailing of one or all of these brochures to

school board members, to city council members, and

to any official who needs the tools to defend Columbus

Day, is the best way to approach this controversy. 

Our brochure directly confronts the alternative history

the anti-Columbus movement is foisting on the Amer-

ican people.  That movement not only tampers with his-

tory but degrades the globe-changing events of the Age

of Discovery.

They are perfect for anyone who knows nothing of the

subject, or has blindly accepted the anti-Columbus

propaganda.  They are a fine educational tool for stu-

dents, lodges, groups, or family.  

The Italic Institute did the research for you and is the

sole distributor. You can order them by the hundred

count for only $25, plus shipping.


